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Abstract
Microalgae are considered to be a promising alternative protein source after extraction and fractionation. Studies have shown that
the insoluble protein fraction possesses interfacial activity and is able to stabilize oil-in-water emulsions after acid hydrolysis. The
current work studied the surface pressure and foaming properties of the insoluble microalgae protein fraction obtained from
Chlorella protothecoides and two of their hydrolysates. Results showed that the surface pressure of the three used protein
fractions increased with increasing protein concentration. Moreover, surface pressure of the insoluble microalgae protein in-
creased after hydrolysis at 65 °C (Hydrolysates 65) or 85 °C (Hydrolysates 85) suggesting an increased foaming capacity of the
insoluble microalgae protein fraction after hydrolysis. Hydrolysates 85 had the highest foam capacity, and foams remained stable
with a half-life time of over 5 h. Overall, hydrolysis of the insoluble microalgae protein fraction with 0.5 M HCl at 85 °C for 4 h
resulted in generation of protein fragments that appear to be very suitable to stabilize air-water interfaces in foam-based foods.
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Introduction

Microalgae have been reported in recent decades as a promising
protein source to substitute animal-derived or agriculturally-
derived plant proteins [1–3]. This may be attributed to their
abundant protein content, well-balanced amino acid composi-
tion, high adaptability to various growth conditions, and low
resource use [4–7]. The techno-functional properties of various
microalgae protein fractions have been studied in recent years, in
particular, those of the soluble microalgae protein fraction
[8–11]. However, the techno-functional properties of the insol-
uble microalgae protein fraction, which makes up almost 50%

of the total microalgae protein, has been limited by its low sol-
ubility and the presence of large protein aggregate particles that
tend to sediment [2]. Acid hydrolysis at elevated temperatures
has shown to be a possible way to improve technofunctional
properties of insoluble proteins by inducing greater conforma-
tional flexibility improving their ability to adsorb to interfaces
and thereby stabilize for example oil-in-water emulsions [2].

In this study, we examined the foamability and stability of
foams made with an untreated insoluble microalgae protein
fraction and their hydrolysates obtained from the biomass of
Chlorella protothecoides. Foams have been used for some
time in the food industry providing specific organoleptic pro-
files such as mouthfeel and appearances. These properties are
of importance in for example dairy products, egg products,
beer, or cakes [12, 13]. Foams are two-phase systems with
air being dispersed in a liquid phase in the form of small
bubbles, which is similar to emulsions where a second liquid
phase is dispersed in a primary one in the form of small drop-
lets. Both systems contain large amounts of interfaces or sur-
faces, and therefore generally require surfactants to be formed
and stabilized [14, 15]. The foamability of surface-active
agents such as e.g. certain proteins depends on their surface
activity, that is how much and how fast they can adsorb and
spread at surfaces or interfaces. In addition, while both emul-
sion and foams profit from interfacial films being cohesive
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and viscoelastic, this is of particular importance for the latter
systems [16–18].

In a previous study, it was shown that the interfacial activity
of an insoluble microalgae protein fraction from Chlorella
protothecoides was enhanced after hydrolysis with 0.5 M
HCl at 65 °C (Hydrolysates 65) or 85 °C (Hydrolysates 85)
for 4 h due to a higher solubility, smaller molecular weights,
and a more flexible protein structure [19]. Therefore, we hy-
pothesized that this may also lead to an improved ability to
stabilize foams. Consequently, we compared the foaming be-
havior of Hydrolysates 65 and Hydrolysates 85 with that of
the untreated insoluble microalgae protein fraction. To that
purpose, the surface pressure and the foaming behavior of
the untreated insoluble microalgae protein fraction, the
Hydrolysates 65, and the Hydrolysates 85 were examined.

Materials and Methods

Materials

Biomass of Chlorella protothecoides was purchased from
Roquette Frères (Lestrem, France). The insoluble microalgae
protein fraction was extracted by a solvent (ethanol: acetone =
1: 1) after high-pressure treatment using a micro-fluidizer and
fractionation using centrifugal separation according to a pub-
lished method by Grossmann et al. [20]. The extracted insol-
uble microalgae protein fraction was hydrolyzed at 65 or
85 °C in 0.5 M HCl for 4 h, dialyzed and freeze-dried with
modification according to Dai et al. [2, 21]. The untreated
insoluble microalgae protein fraction contains 63.3 ± 2.9%
protein with a solubility of 11.3 ± 0.1%; the protein content
of Hydrolysates 65 and Hydrolysates 85 is 57.9 ± 0.1% and
55.3 ± 0.2% having solubility of 47.2 ± 0.7% and 63.3 ±
1.5%, respectively [22].

Surface Tension

Surface tension was determined using a drop shape analyzer
(DSA 10, Krüss GmbH, Hamburg, Germany) [23]. A drop of
suspension of untreated insoluble microalgae protein,
Hydrolysates 65 or Hydrolysates 85 with protein concentra-
tions ranging from 0.01% to 0.5% (w/ w) was suspended at
the tip of the needle with an outer diameter of 1.26 mm. The
surface tension was calculated according to the Young-
Laplace equation based on the shape area of the formed drop
[24]. The interface was equilibrated for 30 min at room tem-
perature. The densities of the protein dispersions required for
the surface tension measurement were determined using a
hand-held digital density meter (DMA 35 N, Anton Paar,
Graz, Austria). The surface pressure was then calculated ac-
cording to eq. (1):

Π ¼ γW−γP ð1Þ
where Π is the surface pressure (mN/m), γW is the surface
tension (mN/m) of the buffer (with 0.03% sodium azide) and
γP is the surface tension (mN/m) of the respective protein
dispersion.
For the surface pressure in a function of protein concentration,

the equilibrium surface pressure from a non-linear fit analysis
was used. The fit function was y = y0 + A*exp.(R0*x). The
detailed fit analysis results were in the electronic supplementary
material (ESM).

Foam Formation

Foams were formed by a sparging method in a custom-made
foam analyzer described by Ewert. et al. [25]. An amount of
40 mL of protein dispersion was carefully added into the
jacketed column (outer diameter: 6.5 cm; inner diameter:
4 cm, length: 25 cm) with the help of a glass stirring rod to
avoid foaming. The pressure air was sparged into the glass
column through a ceramic frit (10–16 μm, Glasgerätebau
OCHS Laborfachhandel e.K. Bovenden, Germany) at a flow
rate of 200 mL/min controlled by a mass flow meter (Fischer
& Porter GmbH, Ellershausen, Germany) for 1 min at room
temperature. The foaming properties (see below) of the pro-
tein dispersion at concentrations of 0.1%, 0.5%, 1%, and 5%
at their native pH (6.7 ± 0.3) were then determined.

Morphology of the Foams and Bubble Diameter

A digital camera (Canon Power shot G10, Canon Inc., Tokyo,
Japan) was used to capture the structure of foams after sparg-
ing, and every 10 min thereafter during a 2 h storage test. The
foams above the liquid-foam border were recorded together
with a scale to determine the diameter of the bubbles. Bubble
diameters were calculated with Image J 1.50v (National
Institute of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA). To that pur-
pose, the foam images were exported to Image J and trans-
ferred to an 8-bit version. The scale was calibrated by
converting pixels to cm. The contrast and brightness were
adjusted to highlight the bubbles. Either 30 bubbles or all
bubbles, if less than 30 bubbles were on the image, were
selected in each image (except foams formed with 0.1% un-
treated insoluble microalgae protein fraction), and filled with
black. The binary and watershed functions were applied prior
to analyzing the median bubble area (A, cm2). The equivalent
bubble diameter (d, cm) was finally calculated according to
eq. (2):

d ¼ 2*

ffiffiffiffi
A
π

r
ð2Þ
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Foam Volume

The foam volume was recorded by measuring foam height in
the glass column immediately after sparging. The foam height
(hf, cm) was read from a scale pasted on the outside of the
glass column. The foam volume (Vf, mL) was calculated ac-
cording to eq. (3):

V f ¼ πr2*hf ð3Þ

in which r represents the inside radius (equals 2 cm) of the
glass column.

Liquid Fraction in Foam

The liquid fraction in foam was calculated by the ratio of
volume of liquid in foam and volume of foam. The volume
of liquid in foam was determined by the volume decrease of
protein dispersions in the glass column before and after
foaming.

Foam Half-Life Time

The foam half-life time was defined as the time when half of
the foam volume remained in the column after the foam for-
mation. If the foam half-life time was lower than an-hour, the
foam stability would be presented as +. If the foam half-life
time was 2–3 h, 4–5 h or above 5 h, the foam stability would
be presented as ++, +++, or ++++ respectively.

Statistical Analysis

All measurements were conducted at least three times for each
of the two freshly prepared samples. Means and standard de-
viations were calculated with Excel 2013 (Microsoft
Corporation, Redmond, Washington State, USA).
Figures were created with OriginPro 2017 (OriginLab,
Northampton, Massachusetts, USA). Image analysis was car-
ried out with Image J 1.50v (National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, Maryland, USA). A one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) using the Tukey test was performed (SPSS
Statistics V21, IBM Corp., Armonk, USA). The α-level of
0.05 is considered as significantly different.

Results and Discussion

Surface Pressure

The ability of proteins to rapidly diffuse and adsorb to the
interface to form interconnected interfacial layers is critical
for foam formation [26]. Therefore, the dynamic surface pres-
sure and the surface pressure of the differently treated protein

fractions at different concentrations (0.01% - 0.5%) were de-
termined at the air-water interface. Herein, the time-dependent
development of the surface pressure is indicative of a decrease
in surface tension and yields information about the adsorption
behavior of proteins. The surface pressure was plotted as a
function of the square root of the adsorption time to better
illustrate differences in the adsorption rate between samples
[27, 28]. The surface pressure and the adsorption rate of the
untreated insoluble microalgae protein increased with increas-
ing concentration (Fig. 1A). The surface pressure stayed
around 0 mN/m at 0.01% during the tested adsorption time,
indicating that the material had little or no effect on surface-
related free energy minimizations. At higher concentrations,
lag periods could be observed: Specifically, the untreated in-
soluble microalgae protein showed decreasing lag times at
0.075%, 0.15% or 0.3% revealing a highly time-dependent
increase in surface pressure, which may be attributed to a
structural rearrangement and unfolding of protein aggregates
prior to adsorption at the air-water interface [29, 30]. For
Hydrolysates 65 or Hydrolysates 85, shorter and overall less
pronounced lag phases were observed which were limited to a
concentration of 0.01% (Fig. 1B, C). Furthermore, the surface
pressure of the two hydrolysates increased more rapidly in the
initial stage of the adsorption compared to the untreated insol-
uble microalgae protein indicating that the hydrolysates
adsorbed at and covered the interface more effectively (Fig.
1). This is indicative of an improved interfacial activity of
Hydrolysates 65 and Hydrolysates 85 at the air-water inter-
face, and thus a potential higher foaming ability. The hydro-
lyzed protein fractions were composed of protein aggregates
and particles having an overall lower molecular weight and
greater conformational flexibility which may have promoted a
more rapid molecular diffusion and adsorption at the interface
[31–33].

The critical protein concentration has been defined as the
concentration at which the surface pressure becomes indepen-
dent of the surfactant concentration, and can be obtained from
adsorption equilibrium plots i.e. the concentration where a
plateau region begins [28, 34]. To that purpose, we plotted
the equilibrium surface pressure as a function of the protein
concentration (Fig. 1D). Firstly, the equilibrium surface pres-
sure of the untreated insoluble microalgae protein increased
with protein concentrations, but surface pressures of
Hydrolysates 65 and Hydrolysates 85 tended to reach a pla-
teau earlier at a concentration at 0.3% and 0.1%, to assume
finite surface pressures of 29.9 ± 0.1 mN/m and 31.9 ± 0.2
mN/m, respectively (Fig. 1D). This shows that hydrolysates
are generally able to fully cover the air-water interface at lower
concentrations of protein, which is likely due to an increased
amount of smaller molecules able to unfold, spread and rear-
range faster at the interface. In contrast, within the concentra-
tion range tested, no such critical concentration could be found
for the untreated microalgae protein fraction, indicating
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incomplete interfacial coverage due to the presence of mainly
large insoluble protein aggregates that are slow to diffuse and
adsorb. By comparing the dynamic surface properties of BSA,
casein, and buttermilk, Serrien et.al. also reported that proteins
with more flexible structures had higher rates of diffusion
from the bulk to the surface and thus adsorbed faster at sur-
faces [35].

Foamability

A foam is a two-phase system in which gas cells are dispersed
in the continuous liquid [14]. In general, the volume of foam
formed by the untreated insoluble microalgae protein fraction,
Hydrolysates 65 or Hydrolysates 85 increased with the in-
creased protein concentration (Fig. 2). For example, the vol-
ume of foams made with untreated insoluble protein fraction
significantly increased from 36.43 ± 1.8 mL to 174.59 ±
19.5 mL upon protein concentration increases from 0.1% to
5% (P < 0.05). In addition, the volume of foam prepared by
Hydrolysates 85 was substantially higher than that formed

with Hydrolysates 65 followed by the untreated insoluble
microalgae protein at the same protein concentration, in par-
ticular at lower protein-fraction concentrations (0.1%, 0.5%,
and 1%) (Fig. 2). These results agrees with those from surface
activity and are corroborated by literature whereby
foamability of protein depends on the amount and capacity
of protein to rapidly adsorb and unfold at the interface [36]
(Fig. 1).

The diameter of foam bubbles formed by the differently
treated proteins decreased with increasing protein concentra-
tion, and hydrolysates-stabilized foams had generally smaller
diameters compared to the untreated insoluble microalgae pro-
tein fraction (Fig. 3). Since in our setup foaming was done at a
constant air pressure, the bubble size decreased due to lower
surface tension induced by increased protein concentrations and
hydrolysis. The decrease in the diameter of foams formed by
different protein fractions can also be observed from the images
of the foams. Figure 4 shows microscopic images at four dif-
ferent protein concentrations (0.1%, 0.5%, 1%, and 5%) formed
with the untreated fraction and their Hydrolysates. In addition

Fig. 1 Surface pressure of
untreated insoluble microalgae
protein fraction (untreated IMPF),
Hydrolysates 65 and
Hydrolysates 85 as a function of
the square root of time (A, B, C).
Equilibrium surface pressure as a
function of protein concentration
(0.01%- 0.5%, D)
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to the size changes, there were some structural differences vis-
ible in foams stabilized by the examined protein fractions,
which is especially visible at the concentration of 0.5%, and
1% (Fig. 4). The foam bubbles formed by the untreated insol-
uble microalgae protein had a polygonal appearance, while the
Hydrolysates 65- or Hydrolysates 85-formed foams approached
spherical (Fig. 4). This may be attributed to differences in bub-
ble size and polydispersity allowing for a more or less close
packing of the gas bubbles. The fairly large size of bubbles

formed with the untreated insoluble microalgea protein fraction
leads to bubbles deforming one another [14]. Moreover, the
liquid fraction in foams also impact the morphology of bubbles.
Dryer foams with liquid fractions of less than 0.05 consisted of
polyhedral cells [37]. Increases in liquid fraction allowed for
more space to be available between bubbles leading to a wetter
foam (e.g. at liquid fractions over 0.15) with bubbles having a
spherical shape (Table 1) [37].

Foam Stability

The mechanisms of foam instability include drainage, coales-
cence, and disproportionation, which eventually leads to bub-
ble collapse, loss of foam structure, texture, and volume [38].
The time within which the foam volume is reduced by half is
commonly used to assess the stability of a foam system. In
general, the half-life time of foams increased as protein con-
centrations increased (Table 2). This is because an increasing
amount of protein was available to cover interfacial areas [39,
40]. However, there were some substantial differences be-
tween the different types of proteins used with respect to sta-
bility. First, the most stable foams were those made with
Hydrolysates 85, and stable foams with half-life of 2–3 h
could be obtained at a concentration of as little as 0.1%. The
foam made with 5% Hydrolysates 85 did not collapse within
the time of observation (5 h), and was the most stable one
manufactured in these studies. Interestingly, foams prepared
by Hydrolysates 65 had shorter half-life times compared to
those made with the untreated insoluble microalgae protein
fraction or Hydrolysates 85 at all concentrations (Table 2).

Contrary to expectations, foams manufactured with the un-
treated insoluble protein fraction also showed good stabilities
that were almost on par with those of Hydrolysates 85.
Fundamentally, the untreated fraction contains mostly dense
protein particulates while Hydrolysates 85 contains mostly
protein fragments. Hydrolysates 65 contains a mixture of both
[19]. This indicates that either a particle-stabilized interface
(Pickering effect) or fragment-stabilized interfacemay stabilize
bubbles, while the mixture thereof provides for antagonistic
rather than synergistic effects. Particle-stabilized foams can
provide stabilization via blocking, i.e. they have shown to
structure themselves into layers that are difficult to remove
from films [38, 41]. The apparently antagonistic action of frag-
ments and protein aggregates in Hydrolysates 65 is markedly
different from their performance in emulsions, where studies
with the same three systems have shown inferior performance
of the untreated insoluble microalgae protein fraction to hydro-
lysates, be it in dilute or concentrated emulsions. In foams,
even though the protein aggregates take a longer time to adsorb
at interfaces, they appear to generate interfaces that are quite
resistant to coalescence and drainage. Hydrolysates 85 con-
tains more soluble protein fragments that are able to unfold
and rearrange. They can adsorb more rapidly at the interface,

Fig. 3 Bubble diameter of foams prepared by the untreated insoluble
microalgae protein fraction (untreated IMPF), Hydrolysates 65 and
Hydrolysates 85 at extract concentrations of 0.1% - 5%. Values are mean
± standard deviation (n = 2). The small letters are significance of foams
preparedwith protein fractions at the same concentration; the capital letter
shows significant difference of foams made with the same protein frac-
tion. The α-level to present the significant difference is 0.05

Fig. 2 Volume of foams prepared by the untreated insoluble microalgae
protein fraction (untreated IMPF), Hydrolysates 65 and Hydrolysates
85 at extract concentrations of 0.1% - 5%. Values are mean ± standard
deviation (n = 2). The small letters are significance of foams prepared
with protein fractions at the same concentration; the capital letter shows
significant difference of foams made with the same protein fraction. The
α-level to present the significant difference is 0.05
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and entangle to form thick, viscous interfacial layers creating
stable foams. In contrast, the mixtures of soluble fragments and
aggregated dense protein particles appear to not provide good
resistance against film rupture. It is likely that the small frag-
ments act therefore as defects in the interface. In those areas,
the interface is thin, and their inability to interact or entangle
with the larger aggregates may cause the films to rupture due to
the flow of liquid around the interfacial film. Such flows may
be caused by gravitational effects or surfactant concentration

induced effects such as those described by Gibbs-Marangoni
[14, 42]. It should be noted though, that the studies carried out
here were done with a sparging foam system. For industrial
applications, a whipping or high-speed stirringmethod is likely
to be employed instead. There, much larger shear forces would
be exhibited. Future studies should, therefore, be carried out
using such methods. This is also because substantial differ-
ences in foam stabilizing agent performance have been report-
ed depending on the foam production method used [43].
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Fig. 4 Images of foams made
with the untreated insoluble
microalgae protein fraction
(untreated IMPF), Hydrolysates
65 and Hydrolysates 85 at
concentrations of 0.1, 0.5, 1 and
5%. The pictures were taken
immediately after foaming
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Particle-stabilized foams may perform worse in such studies
due to them being less strongly interconnected at the interface
compared to protein fragments [22].

Conclusions

Hydrolysates 65 and Hydrolysates 85 were found to be more
surface active than the untreated insoluble microalgae protein
fraction having more rapid adsorption rates at low concentra-
tions and higher equilibrium surface pressures. Consequently,
Hydrolysates 85 showed the best foamability resulting in the
largest foam volume and smallest bubble diameter. In addi-
tion, Hydrolysates 85 yielded foams that had the highest sta-
bility with long foam half-life times of over 5 h. As such, a
thermally induced acid hydrolysis of the insoluble microalgae
protein fraction led to the manufacture of a class of
technofunctional ingredients that may be of use in the formu-
lation of foam-based foods in the future, such as ice cream,
bakery products or dessert. The study also showed some strik-
ing differences when comparing performance of the untreated
or hydrolyzed proteins in emulsions (dilute or concentrated
ones) and in foams: a fact that warrants closer investigation.
Finally, some antagonistic effect of mixed particle – fragment
interfaces were observed in foams, and studies using various
mixing ratios may help to shed some light onto this.
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